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What happens after I register?
CFF will register your wishes with your top choices, and get back to you as fast as we can.
If you’re top names did not have full slots, you’ll get your top 3 choices. Other wise, we’ll let 
you know that one of your three names, or both, will be your priority 4 or 5. 

How do I present my portfolio?
Most important is that you have relevant artwork to show. You can show it on a computer 
(that you’ve taken with you) or on printed paper. We don’t have any rules concerning the 
amount of pictures/similar you’re allowed to show. It’s up to you to prioritize you’re most 
important work and remember that you have 30 minutes with the reviewer. 

What should I expect to get out of my sessions? 
You might get some really useful feedback, a suggestion about where to turn with your
work, an invite to participate with you work in an exhibition or in some other forum. 
You might meet someone who can give you some recommendations about other gallerists, 
artists to be inspired by, places to visit. In other words: There are many things that you could 
get out from a session. So our advice is to try to stay open, do not expect a certain outcome. 
But if you do wish for something specific - take the chance and try to be clear about what 
you want.

How should I best prepare for my review?
Maybe you like to have something to leave with your reviewer, like a buissness card with 
your contacts/homepage etc. Pen and a paper is also always a good thing to bring, in case 
you’d like to take notes during your talk. 

Last but most important: Before the session, spend some time thinking about what you 
want to show/what you like to know, what you like to have help with or/and what your 
hopes and wishes are for your upcoming session. 

What language will be spoken? 
English, Swedish, or - if you and the reviewer have a third language in common like danish, 
of course that’s possible as well. It’s up to you and your reviewer. 


